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Students Alter Fee Proposal

Because of widespread student
dissatisfaction with Governor
Daniel Evan's proposed tuition
raise, an alternate proposal has
been drawn up b y th e
lntercollegia te Poli ti c al Action
Council, whi ch includes a lowinterest student loan program.
The proposal, which somewha t
parallels Evans' tuition increases
at a lower amount, will be the
subject of a public discussion
today at 1:40 in the PUB, Room 3a.
Dale Krueter , IPAC speciali st
on tuition a nd fees, will present
the alternate proposal, Daryl
Hagie, dean of students, Phillip
Marshall , dean of academic
affairs, John Lothspiech , assistant
to president, and Kenneth Dolan ,
director of financial aids, will a lso
be present to di scuss the
proposals .
The IP AC proposal would raise
tuition at a lower rate than the
governor's, and would generate
$3.6 million less for the state
coffers. The proposal al so
includes, however, a one-third of
one cent increase of the liquor
sales tax. This would add about
$5.5 million to the state tax roles,
said Jennifer Davis, Eastern's
representative to IPAC.
The difference between the $3 .6
million needed to match the

- I- 1

-Bus Contract
Means Probed

AFTER NINE AND ONE HALF HOURS on the dance floor, Doug
Fresse and Chris Hendrickson took first place honors in Louise
Anderson's Marathon dance Friday night. Donations taken at the door
went to the March of Dimes.

Athletic Budget Increased
Th e Associated Student
Legislature last week a llotted the
athletic department $6,466 in
order to maintain ''present
athletic programs."
The allottment was the net
result of extended a rguements
over a 6.5 per cent budget cut
imposed on a ll departments last
fall. All departments have met
their cuts except the athletic
department.
When Dr. Robert Anderson,
director of athletics, was notified

Bus Tickets

On Sale Now

Tickets are now on sale for
the Magic Bus.
Bruce Murray, assistant
director of student activities,
said tickets may be purchased
through February 19 for $10 at
the cashier's office, first floor,
Showalter.
Tickets purchased now will
be honored from February 12
through March 19, Murray said.

about the necessary budget
adjustments he submitted to the
Athletic
Council
a
recommendation to cancel the
tennis and golf progra ms for this
year. Knowing of a past debt
incurred by Brent Wooten, former
director of athletics an
football coach, amounting to over
$8,000, the Athletic Council turned
down Anderson's request.
" We approached the council
(Athletic Council) and gave them
three a lternatives,'' expla ined
Lobdell . "one, to cut the programs
as suggested by Dr. Anderson ;
two, to spend until their budget
balance equalled the debt and then
be cut off from spe nding any
more; or, three, to make a sincere
effort to cut as many places as
possible and then approach
Council (Student Legislature).
asking them to cancel the balance
of debt. They chose the latter
alternative."
"After juggling the figures the
net result was that ath letics only
paid about $2,000 of their total debt
of $8,000 .

An investiga tion into t he
manner in which the contract was
awarded for the Magic Bus for
commuters ha s produced
conflicting reports.
Louis Mitchell, manager of
Specia l Services Leasing, Inc .,
said, " When I talked to Bill
Mustard (student chec king on the
feasability of a commuter bus) we
agreed on a price of $19 per round
trip for each bus. When bids were
called for, that is the same price
we bid ."
Special Services Lea sing, Inc.,
is the bus company that contacted
Mustard about starting the
commuter service before either
party was evidently aware bids
would have to be called for in
accordance with school policy and
state law.
The contract was finally
awarded to Spokane Transit
Authority for $9 per round trip for
each bus, said P urchasing Officer
Richard Johnson .
In his dealings with the leasing
.
''
.
'
given to me was not even close to
the price bid." (Mustard said the
bid price was much higher, but he
could not remember the exact
price agreed on before bidding
took place.)
Also, Mustard said the price
agreed on with Specia l Services
was not made public . Mitchell said
he has newspaper clippings to
prove the price became public
knowledge. This would mean the
other companies bidding on the
commuter system could bid lower,
said Mitchell .
When bidding did take place,
two of the four bidders underbid
Special Services Leasing, Inc.
Johnson said Empire Lines bid $18
per round trip and Spokane
Transit Authority bid its low bid of
(Continued on Page 11)

governor' s budget request and the
$5.5 million raised by the liquor
tax increase would , accordi ng to
the alternate proposa l, be used for
a low-i nterest stude nt loan
program to benefit financially
deprived students.
Miss Davis said the IPAC tuition
proposal would be explained in
detail at today's meeting, as well
as what students can do to combat
the effects of the tui lion raise.
"Students are against the raise, "

she said, "as shown by the vote in
the recent elections."
(The A.S. elections last week
included a poll about student
opinion on the raise in tuition .
Students were opposed to the raise
by about two to one.)
Miss Davis said there were
three alternatives- accept the
governor's tuition raise, support
JPAC's proposal or draw up a
third- which would be discussed
at the meeting.

Scholarships Illegal,
Work-Study Alternative
A recent ru ling of the state
Attorney General's staff states
that the Associated Student
scholarship and Athletic Grant-inAid programs '' are not in
compliance with Washington State
law ," so stated a letter from
Financial Aid Director Kenneth
Dolan to Clint Hill , A. S. president.
Fred J ohns, busi ness manager,
clarified the statement saying two
types of scholarships have been
given , those from the gate
receipts and those bugeted from
the A. S. Neither ''are legal
because they are public funds. "
Public funds cannot be given away
unless the state legis lature
specifically says so.
Presently, there a re tw enty
scholarships based on academic
acheivement,
this years'
recipiants average grade point
being 3.65 . Four others are given
to foreign students, ba sed on need
and academic acheivement. These
twenty-four scholarships come
, from $10,000 budgeted from A. S.
Athletes are given $4200 in
scholarships based strictly on
need, and are considered fina ncial
aid, coming out of the Athletic
Grant-i n-Aid Fund, said Mark
Lobdell, A. S. treasurer.
Dolan, in his letter to Hill,

proposed the work-study program
as a feasible way to overcome the
conflict, and suggested "that you
consider the establishment of a
work-study program modeled
along the lines of the existing
Federal Colleg~ Work-Study
Program .''
Under such a program the
federal government absorbs 80 per
cent of the cost, the remaining 20
per cent being " borne by the
employing
agency
er
dep artment. " Low income
students are given priority as
recipiants, and employment is
usually related to the students'
field of study.
Dolan says the opportunities of
such a program are " almost
unlimited." There are many
agencies on- and off-campus in
need of added help.
"The real incentive .. .is that
while you provide the funds a
studen t needs to continue his
education, you are a lso able to
accomplish
worthwhile
objectives ... ," Dolan said .
Johns agreed that a work-study
program would be the only
feasible way to maintain any kind
of scholarship program. " The only
other way that comes to mind is to
(Continued on Page 5)

SWEETHEARTS AT THE FRESHMAN BALL, Pam F areno a nd Dave
Chandler pose for The Easterner photographer after being sele<>ted
Sweethearts Saturday night .
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Or ,.his?

BUS ENCOURAGED
Some people, of course, must drive

With plans on the drawing board for
campus development, perhaps it is
time to reconsider Eastern ' s
perenniel
commuter
problem-parking.

Included in almost any plan to
_ __ e_xpand the campus are large areas of
blacktop and cement for parking ots .
But with the popularity and success of
the Magic Bus, maybe more of the
land can be preserved ii: a more
natural state, with grass and trees
bordering the campus rather than
flat, black expanses assaulting the
eye.
By not constructing more parking
lots tJtan the bare minimum required,
the college could perhaps encourage
more use of the bus route, which
students have already found to be a
convenient and inexpensive means of
travel to school and back.

their cars. Either they live in outlying
districts other than Spokane, or they
must remain in Cheney beyond U1e
last bus trip back. Adequate parking
facilities should be provided for these
people, as well as for the college
ff.
But to provide enough parking for
every commuter is to encourage
. every commuter to drive. If only
enough parking space is provided for
those who need to drive, then those
who don't need to will be encouraged
to take the bus.

Not only does taking the bus cut
down on air-polluting traffic on the
freeway , accidents, and parking
congestion in Cheney, but it gives the
commuter an additional half-hour to
study, read a book or flirt with his girl
friend. And think of the benefits that
can mean.
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Magic Bus service between Sp-0kane and Cheney continues daily and Saturday
on the following schedule:
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Editor,
This letter is in reply to the
recent article that appeared in the
student newspaper. It was so
naive of Mr. Charles Bell to say
that Dr. Minor was not qualified to
teach 'black studies. On what
grounds do you base these
conclusions.
He said that Dr. Minor wrote a
letter to a white professor to say
that he would not be a white man's
nigger for anyone.

Now I think that Mr. Bell is the
white man's nigger (you see I
know this Mr. Bell ). He also
asked the black and white student
stand behind him.
I'
Did Mr. Bell know the nature of
this letter? If so! Why did he not
- ·--- -·-··-·-disclose- the- meat of the letter.
No! He chose to use insulting
words to disqualify a black
professor.
Mr. Bell is a black man who
should know what it is to be
mispresented by a good white.
What can a white man tell him or
other students about black
history? Can any white professor
be qualified to know what a black
man thinks! ! ! This same white
man may have been the very one
who omitted the black man from
the present history books.

As a black inmate at Walla
Walla penitentiary, I appreciate a
professor like Dr. Minor. who tells
itlikeitis!!!!
Therefore, Mr. Bell has no
grounds to criticize Dr. Minor.
The letter that was written was no
concern whatsoever of Mr. Bell.

Consistency in action has . never
been one of student government's
virtues. This, once again, became
painfully evident through a recent
budgeting procedure.
When it was determined there
would be less money in the student
coffers as a result of lower-thanexpected enrollment fall q~arter,
every budget area was notified it
would be necessary to make a 6.5 per
cenr budget cut. No exceptions,
Treasurer Mark Lobdell said.
I

No exceptions, that is, until the

athletic department decided they
could not cut their budget.
Every other budget area made the
necessary sacrifices within the
budgets, everyone else found the

necessary money, even though it
meant cutting back on programs,
cutting down on services and shaking
out nonvital " luxuries."
The athletic department was the
only area with the foresight (or is it
hindsight? ) to know that, if they held
out lon_g enough, the kids on council
would listen to the fall of tears, and
the passion in their hearts would
prevale.
Not only did the legislature absolve
the debt from the budget cuts, they
wiped clean the debt they had so

forcefully and indignantly demanded

from last year's over-expenditures by
the athletic department. And then
they alloted them an additional $6,466
to carry out their program.
No exceptions?

Letters to the Editor

•

Bel~ Supported

ATHLETES EXCEPTED

We the black prisoners form
unlimit are backing Dr. Minor, as
the most qualified black man in
the Pacific Northwest, and he is
committed to his work.
Thanks for taking the time to
read this note, for what good it
may do. But thanks again .
Lemeal C. Lewis 029377
Walla Walla, Washington

One minute the alcoholic mother
may smother the chHd in love, the
next scream at it and in a good
many cases do bodily harm to it.
Is this what you wish to sponsor
on your campus?
Think! Think it over.
Doris Morey

Claims Fascism

Beer Questioned

Editor,
Amerika with an ideology that
Editor,
you say means equality for all,
I suppose you are real activists have administraj tor's who
as far as ecology, racial interject in their practice of your
descrimination, war, etc. are ideology and policy of equality for
concerned; but you seem totally a few.
ignorant of what is involved in
The lacky dog's of capitalism
your decision to have a tavern on and racism, seeing thereselves in
your campus.
a struggle that means no quarter
Did you know that there are five to the loser and they are losing,
miUion-alcobolics !!1 the U.S~ha.t-..seek-iii-their dying thrawls, to
one of every 10 to 15 teenager s who interject more pain , and misery.
start drinking will become
This time and no time will we

alcoholics?

Do you know that the National
Safety Council says alcohol is
number two killer on the
highways. that 50 per cent or more
accidents are caused by liquor?
. Do you ever think of the homes
1t wrecks, the murders, rapes, etc.
that liquor causes?

accept your Facist tactics at
enslaving and misusing the
peoples'
right
to
self
determination.

We the people know that facism
has many faces and we recognize
the raising of tution as a facist
tactic on the part of the state and
the $50 deposit on the part of the
Are you ever thankful for the administration as a facist
wonderful brain that you have and instrument to discriminate
the clear thinking you . can do? against
the
poor and
Alcohol puts the brain to sleep, discrimination against the poor is
worse yet, it takes the normality very facist, whether it ;s overt or
away from a person.
covert
Women alcoho l ics are
Facism is inhuman, is it not
increasing. Think what that does inhuman, to raise tuition on
to the child. Beside the danger of college campuses, thereby
pre-natal damage, there is the prohibiting one an education if he
psychological effects on the child. does not have the money, it is not

inhuman to have a college
administration charging $50
deposits on education in a time of
a national recession.

The country whose value of an
education is the price it puts on it,
an the administration whose value
of an education is the price it puts
on it, is a very inhuman system.
Don't you know that we will never
fail to persist against you, and
your facist tactics.
Yes-look around you patroits
rally- because the lacky dogs of
capitalism and racism are at
work- here also.
"Oie fascism die."
Charles Bell

Blacks Backed
Editor,
During the past two years, I
have observed the administrative
staff and faculty of Eastern to
bring speakers and lecturers onto
the campus. These speakers and
lecturers have been of the
caucasian, oriental, and native
American Indian races. But not
one black lecturer or speaker has
been on campus by invitation of
the administrative staff or
faculty.
Do not confuse black lecturers
or speakers invited to Eastern's
campus by the Black Student
Union for special activities, with
those ' invited
by
the
administrative staff or faculty.
For there hav" not been any black
lecturers or speakers invited to
the campus by the administrative
staff or faculty during the past two
years.

The Assoicated Student Council
is guilty of the same offense, but
to a lesser degree. During the past
two years, the A. S. Council has
been bringing entertainment to
the campus for the student body.
In the past two years, the A. S.
Council has had one black
entertainment group on Ea stem's
campus ... The Friends of
Distinction.

Now, answer this question. Has
this been an Oversight, or has this
been Intentional?
There is a mixture of races at
Eastern, and I say that the
administrative staff and faculty
are aware of this fact, and the A.
S. Council is also ,aware of this
fact. Has your planning been an
oversight, or has your planning
been intentional?
Th e r e
are
pres e n py
approximately 125 black students
enrolled at Eastern, so I don't
believe that your planning is an
over sight. This leaves the
possi b ility
that
the
administration's, faculty's, and A.
S. Council's planning has been
intentional.
If your planning has not been
(Continued on Page 10)

LETTERS 'fO THE EDITOR
Any letter to !he editor re•
celved by noon Friday preceeding the Wednesday publishing day will be printed.
All letters must be signed,
type-written,
double-spaced
and not be more than 250
words. All letters will be
printed II received with the
exception of ,aragraphlng.

Interviews Soon
For Ed Majors

I
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Interviews for employment for
education majors have been
announced by the college
placement office. Appointments
should · be mad~ for interviews
well in advance.
February 16: Representatives
from Springfield, Oregon will be
on campus to interview
prospective teachers, in
elementary and secondary areas,
who are interested in their
district.
February 17: Mr. Settle, of
Garden Grove, Californ'ia will talk
to interested students in K-6;
secondary math, science, girls' P.
E., remedial English, remedial
math, industria.l arts (machine
ship, metals, automotive). Special
education needs will be for
visually handicapped, hard of
hearing, learning disability ( math
and reading), and aphasiac
( speech thea rpy credential
required).
y

from Beaverton, Oregon
interview candidates interested in
their district, in all areas and
levels. At the present time, they
do not anticipate vacancies in
English or Social Studies at the
junior high or high school level.
February 18-19: Mr. Moore, of
Central Valley School District,
Spokane, will be on campus to
interview prospective teachers in
elementary and secondary areas.
He anticipates a ·special need for
upper-elementary level men and
junior high school math/science
instructors.

Benefits
May Include
State Jobs

An
unemployment
compensation law and a "more
improved attitude" toward higher
education which may doom bills
dealing with campus unrest
highlighted last week's activities
in Olympia, say two members of
Eastern's legislative liason.
Business Manager Fred Johns
stated that the new unemployment
compensation law is significant
because it will cover every state
employee, i!lcluding college
personnel. It marks the first time
that a law of this kind has had such
a broad scope, Johns noted.
When asked if the law will have
any immediate application at
Eastern, Johns stated that he had
advised
civil
service
representatives that the college
"does not expect any personnel
cutbacks to occur." He added that
the speedy passage and nearly
unanimous vote for the measure
indicated the concern of the
legislators over the dismal
condition of the economy.
The exact impact that the
economy might have on higher
education bills may not be evident
for some time, but the -head of
Eastem's legislative "team,"
Kenneth Kennedy, bas detected
what he considers to be an
improvement in the attitude of the
legislators toward higher
education. Kennedy said this was
in marked contrast to the general
mood in previous sessions, when
legislators often "buttonholed"
spotesmen from the campuses
and gave them some "angry
look1,." Kennedy declined to
speculate on the reasons for the
change.
Although the lawmakers are
"not as angry as they used to be,"

PRESIDENT EMERSON SHUCK and Dean of Students Daryl Hagie
meet with students in the den of the PUB to discuss the beer on campus
issue. Before the Board of Trustees or the state will permit a tavern on
campus, Shuck said, certain questions would have to be answered

concerning the benefits received as opposed to the problems incurred in
such a move. Details of management and operation will also have to be
put on paper before the Board will consider this proposal.

_Tw.o- Gain.Entertainment Ed In Phila.
Two Eastern students will
attend
the
National
Entertainment Conference in
Philadelphia "to learn how to keep
big business from taking
advantage of students,'' said Herb
Jones, Associated Students
activities vice-president.
Students
having
the
responsibility for bringing popular
entertainment to campuses are
being "cheated" by some in the
entertainment business. "The
conference is designed to clean up
the industry by educating the
people (students) working in it,"
Jones said. Where college
entertainment is going, financing,
the popular trends, and the actual
types of entertainment will be
some of the main topics discussed.
Special sessions will be devoted to
film programming, programming
for political awareness, different
types of programming, contract
negotiations, and low budget
entertainment.
A. S. Treasurer Mark Lobdell
will accompany Jones to the eightday conference in hopes of
learning how to handle the
financial aspects better. Jones
sdd he chose Lobdell because he
has helped the most this year "by
getting through the A. S. red tape
when it came to finances. He also
showed the most interest in
learning about the actual
operations of the activities offices
from the financial standpoint.''
Lobdell said he hopes to be back
next year to fill the treasurer's
position and hopes the knowledge
gained at the conference will help
him fulfill his duties with more
success and efficiency.
Jones said he has saved the $900
necessary for the trip from his

activities budget. "By saving
money when contracting our
entertainment and films I have
been able to save the necessary
funds . This kept me from going to
Council for additional funds. I
think such moves are ridiculous;
you should be able to live within
your budget.''
The knowledge of how to save
money
when
booking
entertainment was "learned from
last summer's conference at
Oberlin College," Jones said.
"These conferences give you the
inside information about the
industry." He said that most
conferences aren't any good, but
this one, if it's like the NEC
conference last summer, will
really benefit both of them. "We
both plan to be around next year,
and even if we aren't , maybe we
can pass on the information so the

kids at Eastern will benefit
anyway."
The conference consists of
exhibits and workshops, as well as
guest groups "who pay to
entertain for us." The sessions get
to the nitty gritty, Jones said, and
ideas of what works at other
schools are exchanged.
Some of the groups performing

has been actively involved in
starting a West Coast Coffee
House Circuit- a system where
entertainment goes from college
to college at inexpensive rates.
The East Coast is now using the
system to great success, Jones
said.
The idea is now being pursued
through California agents. UCLA

are Alive 'n Kickin', Brooklyn

is also interested. "This Spring we

Bridge, Ides of March, Al Kooper, are going to have a three state
Oliver, Red Bone, and _Linda conference at Eastern to
Rondstad. John Stewart and The determine what we can do in the
Brothers Four and Tony Jo White Northern half," Jones said. Right
will also join the entertainment now it appears they will
concentrate on localized and
line-up.
"There are over 500 colleges regional entertainment instead of
active in the NEC," Jones said. , big names. It is much "cheaper"
"Eastern is one of three in the and the kids seem to like it just as
state." There will be more than much. "We've had a full house
every time this year, regardless of
1500 delegates at the conference.
With the information gained last what the entertainment was,"
summer at the Ohio session Jones Jones noted.
(Advertisement)

We want to
Hear from you -

Draft Counselor
Welcomes Men
Students

Students are reminded they may
avail themselves of Eastern's
draft counseling service, under
the direction of Mrs . Virginia
Chambers, Tuesday and Thursday
mornings from 9-1 in Martin Hall,
Room 208.
Since the program's inception
Kennedy emphasized that the
last
year, Mrs. Chambers
"thaw" may not necessarily
estimates
she has assisted
result in increased money for the
upwards
of
600
men, with 99 per
state's colleges when the
budgetary hearings begin cent success in achieving the
classification desired.
Februarv 18.
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Threats In Dorms Discussed
It's pretty hard to hide in a society permeated with
sophisticated electronic surveylance gear, and now that bombing
or threat of bombing is a Federal offence giving FBI jurisdiction,
Eastern's "bomber" may be closer than he thinks to jail.
.

Glen Grafe, campus safety officer, said that with new leads
and new techniques, including telephone monitoring (bugging)
they hope to bring the recent rash of bomb threats to a quick halt.
The "bomber," or "bombers," have struck eight times in the
last two weeks at various dorms around campus, calling three
times in one night last Thursday. As it is campus policy to
evacuate dorm buildings threatened by bombs, several hundred
dorm residents spent some time out in the cool night air due to
these pranks.
The campus safety office has suggested that students receiving
threat calls listen for an identifying accent or inflection in the
callers voice, emember the exact words used and keep the
caller on the ·line as long as possible to allow the tracer to work.
According to Grafe, these measures will help greatly in the
swift apprehention of the caller.
TAKING REFUGE IN DRYDEN HALL, these residents of Morrison were called out of their rooms Thursday
night when a bomb threat-Eastern's eighth in about two weeks-was called in to their dorm. Steps are being
taken by the campus security torce to apprehend the caller.

vo·uth Center Plans Get Off Ground ·
"It won't happen overnight but
it will happen, because it is needed
and we can provide it, ' says
Bruce Murray, assistant director
of student activities about the
proposed new Youth Center on
campus.
Plans are being made to convert
part of the old SUB into a drop-in
teenage center. The project ·will

be funded by the Associated
Students and supervision may be
provided by people from the
health and physical education
department, Murray says. Dean of
Students Daryl Hagie ·has
approved the project.
"Cheney needs something for
the kids to do,'' says Cheney
Police Chief George Berg. "We

George Gets New Birthday
by Win Paulson

Contrary to popular opinion, this year George Washington
was not born on February 22.
In a move aimed at creating more three-day weekends,
both state and federal legislation have designated Monday,

F~b,ruary 15, as the day of celebration. (Why, one might
ask, when Feb~uary 22 is also a Monday?)
Washington's birthday was first celebrated in 1782 in
place of previous celebrations held in honor of British
sovereigns. Currently services are held both at Mount
Vernon , Virginia and the Washington Monument in the
nation's capital.
Actually, our first president, and the only one to have a
state named after him, was not born on the 22nd of this
mo11th. Washington was born on the eleventh of February,
1732 1 but a new calendar, adopted later, changed the date.

Old•, Requirement Proposal
Still Awaits AS Action
Nearly four months after it was
originally proposed, a move to
revise
general
college
requirements still awaits action
by the Academic Senate.
Proposals on the principle that
no single course could be required
of all students were returned to
the individual departments for
revision.
The departments
involved
include natural science and math,
social science, humanities,
physical education and English.
Basically, the proposal of Dean
of Undergraduate Affairs HenryYork Steiner would eliminate
specific · courses in the general
coHege requirements.
The proposal would rule out the
requirement of PE-115, English
101 and 102 and other such specific
requirements.
As Dr. Kenneth Halwas,
chairman department of English,
described it, rather than a student
be required to take the two
specified COUfSeS, WOUld t.ake
English classes determined by
him and his advisor, " .. .that
would be more relevant to that
student' s ultimate academic
goals. "
The same would hold true for
O,t~e.r ( ~eP.aflpl~fl!~ ,Which :,Y~U\d, C

have no serious problems with
juveniles-mostly
vandalism.
That happens when young people
get together looking for something
to do. A youth center sounds fine."
" The Lions Club is interested in
helping the youth. We've met with
Jon Coffin from the Student Union
Board of Control who is chairman
of the project, Jim Douglass and
other members of the Cheney
Youth Council, and we're willing
to endorse the idea provided
problems of supervision can be
worked out," says Cheney Lions
Club
President
William
Bradshaw.
Young people of the community
have endeavored to organize a
youth center in the past but have
not been successful. "We've
wanted it for a long time. We have
school activities but kids need a
place where they can get togehter.
We'd like it to be a self-governing
organization, under supervision,
of course," says Jim Douglass,
Youth Council member.
Youth centers with a self
governing operation have been set
up in other cities under
considerable apprehension by the
community. "In Eugene, Oregon,
the plan has worked so well the
police and community have
endorsed it enthusiastically after
initial skepticism," s.ays Murray.
"Many kids · are on the streets
without any supervision now. I
believe younger teenagers and
college students can . work
together. Young people do a good
job of controlling each other if
they have a good organization."
Several ideas are being explored
to provide adequate supervision.
One plan might offer credit to
college students who work at the
center, he says.

give the students a choice of
electives
for
general
requirements.
"The English department is
working on a variety of ways
students can demonstrate their
abilities to formulate and write
their ideas in English," Dr.
Steiner said.
The departments have until
about mid-spring quarter to ,
resubmit- their- proposals-- to--theSenate.
"It is possible that whatever
change we come up with could be
put into effect possibly by fall
term," Dr. Halwas said,
"depending on how ambitious the iproposals might be, but I don't
expect it will be a major
revision."

FOR RENT
2 bedroom duplex units, sharing
student,; reserve one for February and March occup•ncy. All

fullr carpeted, drap@I, Cir•
pun. Al &ppU.ra,~: !r.c!ud!ng
Units

washer and dryer. $140.00.
$150.00 per month. Come In
or call

CHENEY REALTY, INC.
235-6191

401 First St.

Cheney, ·Wash.

a-..--.,-...-......,-~.......i1,.....,........,,_.,.

Dental Service On .Campus
A new dental hygiene set vice
that will be available for students,
will begin spring quarter as a
supplement to the ·dental hygiene
course which began at Eastern
last fall.
The service will not .only be
available to students, but also
faculty members, and people in or
near Cheney and Spokane. There
will be nominal fees of about 1/4 to
1/ 3 the amount usually paid to a
practicing dentist or hygienist,
said Dr. Clifton Smith, director of
dentaly hygiene.
Facilities will be located in
Rowles Hall, the old Music
Building. Work to be done will
include cleaning, scaling,
polishing, the application of
decay-preventing agents to the
surface of the teeth, general
inspection of the mouth, tooth
structure observation for a
certified dentist, and instruction
given to the patient in all phases of
oral health, particularly the daily
care.
"The hygienist is not allowed to
fill teeth," said Dr. Smith, "as the
hygienist is regulated by law to be
only concerned with the general
health of the teeth."
The entire course in dental
hygiene was developed by the
Dental Hygiene Advisory
Committee, which consists of five
dentists, three dental hygienists,
and four college faculty members.
Such a program has been desired

Meeting Today
The His~ory Club meeting
scheduled for this Wednesday
evening will feature a slide
show and talk on China by Mr.
H. T. Wong of the Eastern
History Department.
A club spokesman said the
meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in P.U.B. 3A, refreshments will
be served and everyone
interested ln welcome.

SERVICE YOUR CAR
for Only
95

I,

I

American and Most
Import Cars

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Sheltubrication
Oil Change - Your Choice of any Chell Oil
New Shell Oil Filter
Front Wheel Bearing Pack*
Shell Water Pump Lube and Anti-Rust Installed
* Extra Charge for Disc Brakes

Hurry, Make Y.our Appointment Now
CALL 235-6 i 2i

JOHN'S SHELL SERVICE
604 FIRST STREET

CHENEY

.

by the American Dental Society

for about five years now, but did
not come into effect until last fall
when seven students signed up for
the hygiene course.
The desired enrollment will be
about 20 students per class.
. The student who participates in
this program must fill the regular
college requirements for the first
two years of college, and then
spend the better part of his time
studying in the field. After
completion of the four years, a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Science
of Hygiene will be awarded to the
student.

ABORTION
COUNSELING,
INFORMATION
'

AND REFERRAL

SERVICES
Abortions up to 24 weeks of
pregnancy are now legal in New
York State. There are no ·residency restrictions at cooperating
hospitals. Only the consent of
the patient and the perform~ng
physician is required. ·
If you think you are pregnant,
consult your doctor. Don't delay. If you choose to have an
abortion, early abortions are
simpler and safer.
Abortions should be per formed by Board certiAed obstetricians and gynecologists, with
Boatd certified anesthesiologists
attending, in fuJly licensed and
accredited general hospitals. You
should not have to pay exorbitant charges for any of these
services.
If you need information or
professional assistance, including
immediate registratiori into available hospitals, telephone The
Abortion Information Agency,
(212;873-6650) ! which has
helped counsel and place more
than '.22,000 women for safe,
legal hospital abortions.
The total costs at good ,facilities range as follows (in-patient
hospital service, except as
noted):
For D & C: Pregnancy up to
. 9 ~eeks, $'.285-$310 ,(out-patient
hospital service); up to 12
weeks, $385-$410 ; up to 14
weeks, $560. For Saline Inductions: 16-24 weeks, $560-$585.
THE ABORTION INFORMATIO
AGENCY, INC

160 West 86th St., N.Y., N.Y. t00'.24

Complete Auto Service On ...
2 l 2•873-6650
Air Conditioning - Tune-Up .-- Brakea - Minor Repair
J . ._ _ _. _ . . ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ : .. .,'1'1
,..,. -.~1- ,~, llfl!
,,"'911"!•.,.
,.~ ....~....
. ........'P'!":'".
. ~
. .........1. •., 8 ~~ to lO PM Seven Days a W cc

Student Discount Proposed
For Cheney And Spokane

.

Pre-Reg. Tues.

~~~=~~=;~1::~::t:.~=~
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Cabinet Positions Proposed

Registrar Don Manson said
the procedures will be the same
as in the past, and are outlined
in the announcement of courses
available in his office.
Seniors and graduate
students will pre-register
Tuesday and Wednesday,
juniors on Thursday and
Friday, sophomores on the
following Monday and Tuesday,
and freshmen on Wednesday
and Thursday. Friday,
February 26, will be open to all
students.
Registration packet~ may be
picked up in Manson's office
upon presentation of a preadvising card signed by the
student's advisor, Manson said.
Registration will be held in
Monroe Hall.
. Full payment of fees is
re q Qi red at ti me of
registration.

A proposal to create Cabinet
checks and balances."
Bruce Ellis, Associated Student initiated the idea at that school
positions of Associated Student
Sue Mercer, A.S. executive
vice president, suggested to the and said, "The most difficult part
Trellsurer, Executive Co~rdinator· secretary, said she couldn't afford
of Activities (presently the to "put in the hours I do if the pay
student legislature last week a of setting up a local discount
concept of student discounts, system is c.onvincing merchants
Activity Vice President), and was decreased." She said "no one
primarily based on a system now that student discounts are in their
Secretary by removing them as would do the work if the pay was
in use at the University of interest," and to get the students
elected officials was presented to less; volunteer help just wouldn' t
the A.S. legislature last week.
work that way."
.
.,
Minnesota.
"thinking of themselves as a
Student discounts would mean buying power."
Bruce Ellis, A.S. vice president
The pay for a cabinet position is
The biggest selling point for
and originator of the proposal, half of that for an elected-official
just that to· Eastern students-a
discount on nearly every catagory such a system is "selective
said such a system "would according to the new constitution.
of merchandise purchased from entry." This means only one
strengthen the separatjon ,,of the Cabinet positions would be
·branches of government. The appointed by the president.
local merchants, either in Cheney merchant in each field will be
or Spokane.
offering discounts.
Executive would not be a voting
Hill conc·urred with Miss
The system requires the
The Spokane area, including
member of the legislature, and Mercer. "Take a look at some of
merchants to discount items for Cheney, with such a penetration of
could become a true administrator our cabinet people now . They just
students, and in return the students, has many possibilities
and executive."
aren' t as consciencous as they
students have to drum up enough for a student discount system.
Ellis also said that the cabinet might be." He feels that by being
positions would be better because elected the people feel somewhat
interest and student pat!"onage to Ellis suggested "we get the
make it profitable to the students of the other schools to
"the way it is now they can work obligated to work for the students
merchant. Considering markups join us," giving the merchant a
separately, going their own ways, at somewhere near top
on some products are· as . high as larger prospective clieniel to
with no fear of being fired." He proficiency.
200 per cent, some merchants can consider.
indicated he, thought the system
Treasurer Mark Lobdell agreed
afford to give discounts to
Ellis pointed out that the market
would work better if they had that "appointed people are not as
"someone other than the people to efficient. The faith put in you
students, making up the "loss" area of Spokane and vicinity is
• •
lu1nm..e~.- - - - ---=-'-'--"'p"'r'Ae....
tt'-"'y'------Pc-enftjt-ra+,-not~ nrieach:mi:--nn-"w--....:..._---------='--____.a!.!.!n~s.!!w~e~r~t~o.,_
!!!
.'_' ~T~h~e..f____!w~o~u~l!!_d_J:a~n!;!s~w~ee:!r__Jt~o~ ..w.cJ.e.IJL.e.JLeC.Ie{l:....llrISlllliLa-d.E~llirr:Ee?.-tcto1-aa-- - - "The increasing financial like Seattle or other metropolitan
the president.
good job."
An example of "the problem" is
He added that the job was big
squeeze college students find areas," and geographically the
themselves, the increasing idea is feasible. "We wouldn't be
the activities coordinator who now enough to warrant the pay.
inflation, increased living costs, trying to change anyone's buying
&spends about $30,000 on social "Without the money as an
and increased unemployment and habits ~y trying to get them to
functions. "He should be co- incentive, many who may want
under-employment, the need is patronize outside their usual
William D. Thomas, associate ordinating the details of all ·the the job and who may be qualified
evident, I think," said Ellis. "The shopping areas."
professor of English, has been offices, all kinds of activities," for the position may not apply for
sooner such a system is . At the U of Minnesota the named state chairman for the Ellis said.
the office because of other
implemented, the better."
student government arranged to Achievement Awards Program of
The Treasurer is now only a financial responsibilities."
University of Minnesota's 'sell students to take advantage of the National Council for Teachers "custodian of funds, a signer of
Lobdell said that without the pay
forms ," he said. That office would he could not afford to go to school,
Student President Jim Johnson 30 per cent. savings on pizza, of English for 1971.
discounts at movie theaters for
run "more efficiently" if he were much less put in the three to five
"under 12" prices, a savings of 2
This national competition, now a person who could really evaluate hours a day in at the treasurer's
cents per gallon of gasoline, and to in its 14th year, grants recognition budgets. "The new system would office.
virtually save a bundle on all kinds to outstanding high school seniors not allow him to sign any vouchers
The fear of a possible
of merchandise.
1 for
excellence in English and at all. The departments would "dictatorial resemblance" seems
to be shared by many people in
. Ellis said he couldn't imagine recommends them for scholarship have to live within their budgets.
,a~y resistance or objections from aid. More than 7,500 students were
A.S. President Clint Hill voiced A.S. government. Some saia it
·the administration, but that initial · candidates for awards in 1970.
some objections to the proposal by looked like a "railroad system
student leadership was necessary
saying the move would "only be a giving the president too much
The new meal policy at· to get the idea going. Once the
The NCTE also honors the s teP toward par t Y po 1·t·
I ics, - the power." Mariy said they felt if the
Tawanka Commons includes
th·
· ba d· officers were not doing what
' was
teachers
and
the
schools
that
have
t
l
·
I
A
d
ogica move. n
is is
discontinuing cash meals, as well system is put into effect the A.S. participated in the education of nex
we have bas1ca
· 11 Y honest peop1e best to leave the decision· of
publish guides listing all
as a modification of the dining would
these
high
school
seniors.
participating merchants.
here and don't need this degree of impeachment up to the people.
hall's catering service. ·
''Most of the students who
utilize Tawanka," said Mrs. Pat
Morland, director of food service
for the PUB, "are on-campus
-students." She explained that
(Continued from page 1)
Tawanka now has so many oncampus students to serve that the solicit gifts and grants from the
.
dining hall is operating at full . public. This takes people and we
'
'
capacity and is unable to maintain just aren't geared to such an
the cash meal program.
endeavor.''
Also contained in the new meal
Dr. Robert Anderson, director
policy is a reduction in the number of athletics·, recognizes that he
- of private groups to be catered to will lose these athletic
scholarships next year, and has
inTawanka.
''Tawanka wants to be phased expressed desires to have a
out of the catering service," said special work-study program
Mrs. Morland, "and we have the : earmarked especially for athletes.
facilities (in the PUB) to do this." He would like to revise present
Tawanka Commons will continue procedures to allow all gate
to cater to large visitor groups, receipts to go directly to the
but the bulk of the small catering athletes, to replenish the Grant-inbusiness will be transferred to the Aid fund, said Lobdell. Right now,
PUB probably by the end of this all receipts go into the A. S.
It can be now, with the former
general fund.
quarter, she said.
QUEEN ELIZABETH
The initial inquiry into the
Mrs. Morlan explained that the
PUB can cater to groups of 75 or legality of the scholarships was
providing more accommodations and lower rates
less Monday through Friday, but made by A.S. Vice President
The unforgettable . e normous ly enric hing experience of a semester at sea is
that they could "go higher" on Bruce Ellis, who wrote to the state
Spring
requesting
auditor
last
week-ends, .when less students
no w within th e range of mo!'>t coll ege s tudents. Minimum costs have been
occupy the room. "Our first some kind of clarification. "I have
red uce<l as mu c.:h as $725 ( from $3575 down to $2850. which includes
obligation is to the students," she never received any kind of answer
round-the -world passage . mea ls. uir-conditio ned accommod ~1tions. and ful l
to my inquiry," Ellis said.
said.
tuiti on). A stude nt can attend ·world C ampus Afloa t for a sem ester and still
Johns said the ruling from the
Mrs. Morland announced the
receive c redit for the work back a t his home campus.
initiation of a 95 cent "luncheon Attorney General, based on
special" in the PUB. The menu Supreme Court -r.u!ings, is in
The sh ip is yo u ( t:las!'>room . and the world is your laborato ry .. . you'U··
answer to Ellis' letter.
wou2d vary from day to day.
drop anc.:hor in th e most cxcit.in g ports of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

O ffl as

Cha; rm an

No-Cash
Policies A. t
Tawanka

Is WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
. _./\.
for YOU?

Scholarships

.

\

---

listen to a lecture on the steps of the Taj Mahal. skin-dive off the coast of
New Zea land . Send the coupon today for information and appli ca tion forms
for the fall semester 197 1 or subsequent voyages . Scholarships and financial
aid avai lable.

EWSC Contempo~ary Film Series Presents

ON THE WATERFRONT
Academy Award Winner Starring Marlon Brando

THURS., fEB 11, 3:45 & 8:00- PUB

'

25c for Afternoon Showing with This Ad
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Campus Building Plans,
Go On Display PUB
'' A flexible and dynamic
framework for long range campus
development," says Dr. Wayne
Loomis director of faculities
planning, of the plans to be
displayed in the Exhibit Lounge of
the PUB from February 8-19.
Purpose of the exhibit, he said,
is to allow students and faculty to
study the plans developeii over a
three-year period by th~ Campus
Planning Committee .- now called
th,e Facilities ·,1anning
Committee) and tl> 1€t the
committee know th·J·: r reactions.

Although urgency for deciding
the direction of campus growth
has been somewhat lessened by
the halt in state building
necessitated by a tight budget,
Loomis says, there is a choice that
should be made now, and the
committee wants to learn what
the people want before making the
decision.
''The plans adopted will be
.,
guidelines only and not
irrevocable, but we earnestly SUGGESTIONS FOR CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT are being sought from students with the above map.
solicit thoughtful suggestions Numbered areas are areas which might be developed as open spaces. Students with ideas for development are
from
both college and community requested to leave their suggestions, either drawn or written, in the suggestion box in the PUB.
1
people in the hope that decisions
r
will reflect the best thinking and
desires of the majority. We ask
by Larry Snider
that all ideas and comments be
Contributing Writer
forwarded to Dr. Edward
Emerson, Lake and Palmer Hamblin, Chairman of the
have been getting a lot of airplay Facilities Planning Committee.
- - - ----Hth-Hu-~s,-..i.;faur:_yioff of th eh:. ne...,w- a_,_,Ib,..,u-m....__ _"~W~e.. . ._.,__.. a re interested in all
by Muy.- G-ra11-1f~---- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - This is the groups first album opinions and suggestions and do
together and the songs getting the want to consider the results of
"We earnestly solicit comments and
"A flexible and dynamic framework for longair-play are the three most Che n e y s
Co m m u n i t y range can1pus development.n
suggestions and ask that they be given to Dr.
commercial sounding songs on the Development Survey as it applies
Edward Hamblin, Chairman of the Facilities
album, " Lucky Man, ' " Knife to college expansion, before we
That is the way Dr. Wayne Loomis describes
Planning Committee,'' said Loomis.
Edge," and "The Barbarian."
make a decision," Hamblin said.
the series of schematic drawings now on
Concurrently with the facilities planning
Outside of these three cuts there
The questions to be answered display in the exhibit lounge of the PUB. The
isn't much left with enough before decisions are made,
ideas presented in the exhibit, a sub-committee
exhibit
is
scheduled
for
February
8-19.
strength to hold up. Keith Loomis said, are (1) "Should the
is working on landscaping schemes for the
Emerson' s organ and piano-work future campus development follow
Dr. Loomis, Director of Facilities Planning,
campus. Student Jim Hansen is requesting that
is among the finest in rock, but too Plan A, which would concentrate said the exhibit is sponsored jointly by his
student comments and suggestions be put in a
often he isn't even playing rock. people and buildings in a near
box at the central desk of the PUB.
His influences run from Bach to maximum density development of department and the Facilities Planning
Committee
that
serves
in
an
advisory
capacity
Ellington and he tries them a,ll the present central campus area,
Committee chairman Hamblin said, " In
within the album . The constant, or (2) Plan B, which would avoid to his department.
addition to comments from the college
abrupt changes from classical to the maximum concentration by
The
purpose
of
the
exhibit
is
to
give
faculty
community, we want to consider relevant
jazz to rock, and even briefly into beginning now to move some
country, are jagged to the ears.
buildings and functions to a new and students an opportunity to express their
questions being included in the Cheney
It comes down to the basic academic area to be developed opinions on the alternative idea~ presented.
Community Development Survey.''
dilemma in today's progressive west of Washington Street?"
music-the commercial route or
He listed advantages of Plan A
It's what the guests say as
the more sincere artistic struggle. as maintainance of closer campus
they . pull out of the driveway
E, L & P have taken the latter relationships and shorter walking
that really counts.
without proper integration of their distanc·es between classes.
The film as a means of artistic introduced, Dr. Halwas said. The
different influences. But, it must Disadvantages could be increased
expression will be the subject of a second session, from 7:15 to 9:15
be reiterated that this is the congestion in the central campus
new three-credit course to be p.m., will feature one major
groups' first album and maybe area, decreased open space on
motion picture and possibly a
offered at Eastern next quarter.
tl'"t
everything will be worked out by campus and concentration of
I
Featuring approximately 10 short subject or cartoon-type
oO
,,
number two.
parking demand along the citycurrent films that "present a feature. r
Certainly the members of the side of the campus, he said.
Enrollment in the class, to be
significant statement about our
group aren't newcomers.
taught
by Leonard Oakland,
Emerson brings with him his
Adyantages of Plan B would be times and the human condition,
experiences with the group, Greg maintainance of more campus the class will be offered on assistant professor of English at
LADIES~
Lake shows his heavy King open space, decreased congestion Monday evenings in a split three- Whitworth College, will be limited
to 30 students. Persons interested
Crimson influences.
in the central campus and hour session, said Dr. Kenneth A.
Three strong songs, a lot of diminished parking demand on the Halwas, chairman of the English in the films but not enrolled in the
class may purchase individual or
classical piano and organ, a little city-college side of the campus, department.
season tickets to the movies
First
sessions
of
the
class
will
taste of jazz, some electronic while the disadvantages would be
d i st or ti on ,
so m e
M o o g increased walking distances and a be from 5:40 to 6:30 p.m., during shown: Dr. Halwas said.
synthesizer, and a lot of talent tendency to isolate programs and which students will discuss the
movie shown the week before and
waiting to be properly fused .
staff, through distance, he said.
Now Handling
the next week's film will be

Student Views Sought
On Campus Development

A rt Or Plastic

Movie Course Offered Spring Otr.

~,ss

,.'°'\S~

NYLONS

Arizona Artist Displays Work
Beads and trappings of ''Flower
Children'' filmed against a
background of old buildings they
occupy in Sante Fe, New Mexico,
can be seen as part of the new
display at the Hargreaves Gallery.
The show features the color
photography and watercolors of
Lez Haas, Arizona artist. Haas,
presently teaching American
Indian art, water color, and
drawing at the University of
Arizona, Tuscon, has lived in
Mexico at various times. He has
--used his -camera to-capture-scenes
of the old Aztec ruins at Oaxaco
'''''''''

and other Mexican cities as well
as the pictures in New Mexico.
Many of the pictures show
effective use of sunlight and
shadow to create a "painting-like"
composition.
Haas' watercolors are desert
scenes, using cholla and sajuaro
cactus and other native plants as
subjects. The brilliant colors are
developed in an abstract style.
The show will run through ·
February 26. Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2 to 5
p.m. on Sundays~ The gallery is -closed on. Saturdays.

SA.VA.GE SCOOP

'New Haven'
Shown Again
Three more performances of
"We Bombed in New Haven," the
comedy by Joseph Heller, author
of "Catch-22," will be presented
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evenings.

U-Haul Trailers

CHENEY

Complete Car Servicing

Gary's

Union .
Station
301 FIRST

fl)

DEPARTMENT

PH: 235-4655

STORE
415 1st Street

''THE HOTTEST ITEM ON THE·
LABOR MARKET!''
"That is how industry views young officers who have completed their

ON SALE
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
PUB
Only 25c
/

,, , , ,,,, ,,,,,,, , , , ,,
·(.

active army service. You gain a real advantage on the labor market
through ROTC .:,

MR. HOWARD WATSON
Manager Armed Services Department
Spokane Chamber of Commerce
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Zoo Educationa.l Asset as ·'Walk 1n Wild'
aviary, Behind-the-scenes tours
would be conducted for
organizations such as the Boy
With the motto, "A Walk In The Scouts to show how the animals
Wild,'' the Inland Empire are fed, the cleaning of houses, the
Zoological Society is negotiating, hospital and the care involved in
for the proposed zoo in the making the environment as
Inland Empire area, · said Dr. natural as possib~e. Johns said.
Jerry E. Johns
associate
There are also psychological
professor of biology and board aspects involved. For example, a
member of the society.
gazelle enclosure would not be put
The purpose of the six-year-old next to a lion's because just the
society is to establish this zoo as growling of the lions would make
an educational asset; to show how the gazelle nervous, even though
the destroying of plant or animal there would be on physical C;fanger.
life effects the environment, and
Also planned for the zoo. are
to acquaint peopl~ with the fact facilities for "endangered
that there are more than 100 speciesu such as the kit fox and
, species of wild mammals in the black-footed ferret, for example.
Inland Empire, not just a few, he After the animal is studied and
said.
, selected, then the facility would be
...I.be zoo as not going to be built as a breeding area for a male
simply a line-up of · cages with and female.
"freak" animals. It is designed to
"If observation · makes the
be colorful and with large enough endangered species nervous, then
acreage so that animals that get they would be excluded from
along In the same enclosures can visitm s," Johnrn1rr·d1-._....""""'A--1.lo""'t!--,-o'""frun loose," Johns said.
endangered species have been
"Visitors will be enclosed and saved by this method. If breeding
ride through in cars while the is successful, then they are put
animals will be in the open. The back into the wild."
"People are now giving animals
collection of animals will be those
but we have to refuse most of
indigenous to this area,'' he said.
we have very limited
The zoo could include bird them
species because the area under facilities at this time, " he said.
consideration has rock walls on "Our ideal zoo will have to have
three sides and could easily be large enough acreage, a minimum
enclosed to house a huge outdoor of 100 acres, so we won't have to
by Bob Prater
Staff Writer

expand later and run into the
trouble of moving someone's
house."
The zoo will also have to have
southern exposure, ample water,
excellent drainage with proper
sewage facility, terrain
undisturbed _ from natora•
condition, good access by road and
availablllty of electric power,
reasonable distance from a
population center, and b'iilt · so
there are objections from
neighbors, Johns said.
"Six acceptable acres near
Spokane were studied with one
chosen as the prime sight," he
said. "Curators from around the
U.S. have looked at it and said it is
the finest in the country. We are
dickering for it now and there is a
chance .it will be donated by the
owners, who wish to remain
anonymousatthistime."
If acquired, an architect will
design the whole zoo around the
+la.....n=,d-!-.- =z-oo-- a-r-c~h...-it""'e,...c~t=u1...,e,.___,i,..,.s- .....
aspecialized field . The architect
would have to pay attention to the
ecological needs , feeding,
cleaning facility , design so t~at it
fits the land, and t he list of
animals that it will enclose, Johns
said.
"Kit Beecher, zoo curator, has
made trips all over the United
States looking at the pitfalls of
some zoos and getting some

progressive zoo ideas;'' he said.
"Most of those have been founded
by road-side freak shows that
were donated to the city. This is
the wrong location and wrong
concept."
Lately they have been having
trouble with the payroll, though it
only includes Beecher, a secretary
and the attendant of the elephant
donated y the Portland Zoo, kept
at the Fairgrounds.
The elephant is kept to remind
people that they're still trying to
get a zoo, Johns said.
"Right now it costs us $2,000 a
month to operate, and we have
only enough money left to last a
couple more months," he said.
"We are asking for donations of a
dollar from the masses, and in
return they receive a bronze
medallion, and the knowledge that
theyhavecontributedtothezoo.'~
Also available are charter
memberships in the I nland
-eE....m1-1-p""11-1-·r'l'le'-,ZE,40"'0.,..'"ol cag~icl,;,a...,f~S~ at $10
· each, tax deductable. As a

member, one receives a mailing
list of notifications of meetings
and power · to vote on issues
brought up at the meeting. From
this group are elected the Board of
Directors, one-third of whom
changeeveryyear; Johnssaid .
"The economic value of such a
zoo also has to be stressed," be
said. "It would draw .many Inland
Empire residents ·to the Spokane
area and be profitable to its
merch.\lnts. More people pay for
tickets to get into zoos each year
than for all professional sports
combined."

Any students wishing to
volunteer a little time to care for f
some animals, answer telephone
calls at the office or menial labor
tasks can contact the Society at S.
15 Post or call RI 7-6049. Johns
said.
Students i nt erested in
med a 11 ions
or
ch a rte r
memberships can contact him in
Room ~ c n c e Building-, -fb~e>--- - - said.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

Cohabitation Costs Rise
A bill allowing common-law
marriages after 30-days has been
introduced to the state legislature
by Rep. P. J. Gallagher, DTacoma.
That is, a man and woman living
together "continuously for a
period of 30 days or longer shall be
considered married, and stiall be
entitled and subject to all the
benefits, duties and liabilities
which accompany a marriage''
unless the couple has not had
intercourse.
Gallagher claims that he
submitted the bill to protect
women "who get involved" with
men to the point of having
children.
"Actually a law firm asked me

'NEW HAVEN'
CITES
MAN'
S
INHUMANITY
by Rick Wiggins
·

Staff Writer

To many, Joseph Heller's
{Catch-22) "We Bombed in New
Haven" will be the ultimate antiwar play. But those who take the
time to delve dee~r will find out
the play is instead an excellent
study in man's inhumanity to man,
packing a powerful wallop of
- -- - so~e'*iatsignificanee and morality.
Director E. Allen Kent receives
a superb performance from every ·
single member of his
indispensable cast. The excellence
of the acting and directing show up
especially well during the scenes
where several actors are on stage
at the same time, much of the
time making the audience feel as
much a part of the play as the
actors.
The technical aspects are just as
awesome. The extremely wellplanned lighting, special effects,
sound, and music composition
play an important role in the mood
all through the play. Of special
symbolic significance is the series
of slides shown throughout the
play, which to add greatly to its
impact, dramatically emphasizing
some of its more important
moments.

He said he also feels that it
to introduce the bill," Gallagher
explained. He related the story of .-would clean up the Aid to
a woman who had been financially Dependent Children {ADC)
stranded because Washington does program. He cited cases of social
not recognize common law workers suggesting that single
agreements.
mothers have a man move in with
''Two kids hitchhiked out here them to provide a father image for
from the Midwest,' ' he began, the children.
Gallagher said that although the
"you know, during the
depression." He explained how situation is probably not
they decided to live together widespread, there are women in
platonically to save money. Along such a situation on ADC, living
with •a business, an affair with men who have good jobs and
developed. Some years later, they offer no support to the children.
still had not married and there
Gallagher pointed out that two
were four children. Their business people would not necessarily be
was worth a quarter million married if they lived together 30
dollars.
days. But after that time either
They were planning an out-of- would be legally entitled to start
state vacation to marry when he proceedings, for example, to gain
was killed in a car accident. His control of community property.
parents entered the situation,
He also said the standard
claiming the couple had not been divorce laws would still apply.
married and that the woman That is, if a couple decided to
therefore had no legal rights to the move in together and claim
estate. The four children are now
marriage after 30 days, it would
illegitimate in the eyes of the still cost the standard $300 or so to
state. Had their provisions for
be single again ..
common law marriage, the family r would have inherited the business.
STUDENTS - Europe for ChristGallagher said he originally put
mas,
Easter or summer? Emtlte 30 day clause in as an attention
ployment opportunities, charter
getter. "You should have been on
flights, discounts. Write for inthe floor (House) when it was
. formation (air ' mail) Anglo
American A11ociation. 60a Pyle
read, he chuckled. "It was one big
Street, Newport I. W., England.
roar.''
Gallagher said, how ever, that
the r espo n se has been
overwhelmingly in favor of
leaving it at 30 days.
"I thought some people might
think it immoral," he said. But

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thou,nd times. But now that you
lcnow it's for keeps, it's time_ to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a diamond's size (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.
Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring . .. because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The fa.
mous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.
CUT: T he cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty, bril·
Hance and value.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-24S-6000.
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655.

the-issue-was brought up one night

on a television talk show and the
reaction was that it would create
more
responsibility
in
relationships and cut dow,n on
communes.
Gallagher himself feels that a
two-year trial period is a much
more reasonable figure.
'
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StylH by Accredited Men'• Hairstylist
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An Admissions Representative
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Rings from $100 to $10,000 Trade Merle Reg. A. H. Pond Co.

MON THRU SAT.

AND ASSOCIATIS

Addr~,~- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

YOUR LOCAL KEEPSAKE DEALER

SMITH JE'NELE-RS -408 • 1st

CHEN,EY, WA.

PH. 235-6312
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With their backs to the wall
Eastern's basketball team travel
to Bellingham Friday night and to
LaGrande, Oregon Saturday night
for two key Evergreen Conference
games. The Savages face league
leading Western Washington
Friday and charging Eastern
Oregon Saturday in a pair of must
wins for the Cheney Quintet.
Eastern, which went into last
week's games in undisputed first
place came out with a tie for
second as they dropped contests
with Central Washington, 88-68
and Oregon College of Education
104-103.

II

Any chance of a conference title

-.-...I

this weekend. As Savage mentor
Jerry Krause put it, "We have to
sweep the rest of the games.
Nobody can help us now, it all
depends who wants the tit e a
enough."

= rests on Eastern's performance

Pillllll

-

I

Eastern has the distinction of producing last season's national
championship women's gymnasti team, but to the average sport
fan not much is known about this intricate sport.
Maxine Davis who took over the coaching position for Dana
Vail this year, gave us some insight to the sport and some
reasons why Eastern is the national champion.
Mrs. Davis pointed out that recent wins over Pacific 8 schools
Washington and Oregon can be attributed to two reasons. ''Our
girls work out five days a week during fall and winter and this
spring we'll schedule practices four days a week. This compares
with two days a week at many schools including the University of
l/t"ashington. Secondly, Mrs. Davis added, "many schools don't
have a specialized coach both for gymnastics. Or, as in the case
of Oregon College of Education, a man has to coach both men's
and women's. This is a handicap for both coach and athlete."
The basic difference between men's and women's gymnastics
is that they complete on different apparatus. The men compete
on the long horse, floor exercise, rings, side horse and high bar.
Women participate on the vault, uneven parallel bars, balance
beam and free exercise.
The object of women's free exercise is to cover the entire
space of the mat equally, combining dancing and tumbling to the
rythem of music.
The most difficult routine is worth ten points. This consists of
two superior moves worth one point a piece, and two medium
moves worth .5 a piece. Thus the ten points breaks down to four
points for the difficulty of the exercise and six points for the
execution.
In the balance beam the girls are judged by their combination
of dance , tumbling and dismounts. "You must be as graceful as
possible and strength moves should appear easy and having little
difficulty, " commented Mrs. Davis.
The vault, which appears the same as the men's side horse , but
does not have pommells (handles ) on top, is judged by three
moves. The takeoff from the beat board, repulsion which is the
actual position on the vault, and post fli ght or how the participant
lands.
The fourth event is the uneven parallel bar. The main objective
is to give the routine a continous and smooth movement.
The judges are similiar to basketball and football referees in
that they must take classes and receive ratings of local, regional,
national and international competition. "In most cases rated
judges are very hard to get," said Mrs. Davis. "We try to get
coaches, teachers, and people who have worked with
gymnastics. People are apprehensive because it's so
complicated," Mrs. Davis added.
Those who have witnessed television coverage of national
gymnastic meets will testify to its beauty. This Saturday at 1
p.m. the Savagettes will host a four way meet with Washington
State, Washington and Central Washington. For an experience in
beauty, grace and femininity watch Eastern's only national
championship team in action.

Western with a 15-5 record will
be with out the services of star
center Rudy Thomas , who
underwent an emergency
appendectomy last Sunday. But
not even the absence of Thomas
will benefit Eastern if they
continue to play as they have in
the last week and a half.
With a packed gymnasium at
Central and many Savage rooters
in attendance, the Savages were
blown out of the gym in the second
half. The Wildcats dominated the
boards and forced Eastern into 20
crucial turnovers. Andy Harris, a
6-2 guard, led Central with 9 ·
boards.
The following night in
Monmouth, Oregon, Eastern
allowed a team with just two
conference wins to tally l04;points

FRUSTRATION IS EVIDENT on the expression of head basketball
coach Jerry Krause as bis Savages blew a commanding two game lead
with four straight losses. Eastern will try to get back into the EvCo race
with two games on the road this weekend against Western Washington
and Eastern Oregon. (Photo by Prentice.)
on the scoreboard and by doing so
dropped into second place.
Eastern raced to a 10 point lead
in the first half but pourous
defense and mental errors allowed
OCE to score 15 of the next 17
points to take the momentum
away from the Savages.
The majority of Wolves points
came within 10 feet of the basket
which explains their .556 shooting
percentage.
"We just didn't play defense,"
commented Krause, and we have
to play as a team. In order to win

everybody must contribute."
Krause singled out Steve
Barnett as playing well
defensively and Randy Buss as
performing well against Central.'
In Evergreen conference
statistics Randy Buss and Dave
Hayden are running 1-2 in
rebounding. Buss leads the league
in all games averaging 11.5
rebound per game while Hayden
leads in EvCo contests averaging
10.4 a game.
Darryl Harris tops the league in
assists with.117 for 22 games.

Gymnasts Meet Oregon Friday
The Savage varsity gymnastic.
team will regroup this Friday
when the University of Oregon
comes to the Fieldhouse at 7:30
p.m.
Eastern lost a tri-meet last
Friday - to University of
Washington, one of the top three
teams in the nation, and Central
Washington.
The
Huskies
scored
133.05 ...Central was second with
113.60 and the Savages scored
112.95 points.
" We were primarily concerned
with the loss to central by .65 of a
point," Eastern coach Dennis
Lazaar said. " Our series with the
Wildcats is now tied at two wins
and two losses apiece."
The two teams will meet for the
Evergreen
Conference
championship March ~ at

Ellensburg. The only other EvCo
member that competes in
gymnastics, Oregon College of
Education, will be represented in
the championship but will not be
at full strength because of
ineligibility difficulties.
In spite of the tri-meet loss, the
Savages
received
good
performances from John Stump,
second in the side-horse ; Max
Vercruyssen, second on the rings;
Paul Jensen, third on the floor
exercise; and Chuck Hohner,
fourth on the long horse.

Don Freeman, Eastern ' s
number two man in floor exercise,
high bar and long horse, sprained
a muscle in his neck in gymnastics
exhibition at Bellingham,
Saturday, and will likely be out for
a minimum of three weeks,
Lazzar said.
His loss will not only be felt by
the gymnastics team, but also by
Eastern swimmers, where he also
competes. His activity as a
cheerleader will be curtailed and
it will put him behind in baseball,
where he is a pitcher for the
Savages.

Sendyourlovebund~
our 'LoveBundle:TM
- " And she'll be bitten by
.t he loveBug. That's me."
..,...._'\)~'!'/,/ ,,;<;,..,

MAPLESTONE FOURTH IN SEATTLE

Wales' contribution to Eastern
added another laurel to his
already fabulous career. Bob
Maplestone placed fourth in the
mile run in the Seattle Indoor last
Saturday.

Despite only a two day notice
that he was invited and a sprained
ankle he received Thursday,
Maplestone ran a 4: 06.5, four
seconds better than his time in
Na.,..
,~nderson, Chrla
lhrnett, Steve
Barnette, Duane
Buu, Randy
Gamble, George

Harris, Darryl

Hayden, Dave
Maggard, Aay
Davia, Eric
Cowan, Jim
EWSC Total,
Opp. Total,

winning the NAIA Indoor. Track
coach Arnie Pelluer was very
pleased with the results and said
Bob is anxious for spring to roll
around.
It's not to far off and Pelluer
has scheduled a track meeting for
all those interested in
participating in varsity track for
Thursday, February 11, at 4:30
p.m. in' room 125 of the new
ff PERA building.
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he Olde1t "HONDA" Dealenhl
In The Northwest

P•m - Acceuorle1 - 0111
SUPER SERVICE TOOi

POLAR!S-SK/DOO

SNOWMOBILES
TWO LOCATIONS
6310 E. Sprague. KE 5-3679
4514 N. Division HU 7-4166

What better word than "Love"?
What better way to say it than with the
"LoveBundle"7
A special Valentine's bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine's Day.
Order it to arrive early. Because it's designed to
'·'"Vl
.. '"'"'
L I wee~.
t
suetcn
a enurae
s uay iii\v a wuo,e
Why squeeze your love into one day7
Available only at an FTD .8orist. At a special price.
"£.

Send the FfD ''LoveBundle'' for Valenti~s week.
•As an lndep ndent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
own prices.
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Savage Grapplers Win Three;
Host Whits Saturday Night
Having knotched their third win
in a row , Eastern's wrestling
squad will entertain Whitworth
Saturday night at 7: 30 in the
Fieldhouse.
Wins over Whitworth and
Pacific evened the grappler's
season record at 8-8.
Leading Eastern's 23-19 win
over Pacific were John Hayward
and Jerry Byrne who scored pins
against their opponents. In the
Whitman match pins were made
by Hayward, Byrne, .and Ron
Conrad.
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Double winner for Eastern
besides Byrne and Hayward was
Vard Jenks, who stretched his
overall record to 12-3.
Another note worthy winner was
John Rees, who scored his first
collegiate victory 2-0 against
Whitman.
Eastern's next home match
following Saturday's encounter
will be Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse, when they host Big
Sky League member University of
Montana.

~

Women Gymnasts Host 4
Saturday Eastern's women balanced beam and vaulting. She
gymnasts put their undefeated was second on uneven.
record on the line in a four-way
meet with Washington, WSU and
Eastern swept the first four
Central Washington.
places in all-around. With Miss
The Savagettes host the visitors Wayerski first, Janis Kato was
_..______
a_t ~
th-~~F=i-e-ld~h-o-u-s e_a_t_l_p___m___ _ _ _, . .:se, ~--amie Bishop-and-SR_
Eastern extended their record Shinkle finishing third and fourth
to 3-0 last Friday by defeating respectively.
Oregon College of Education, 89.6Other competitors for the
76.12.
Savagettes are Annie Moorman,
Jeanne Wayerski captured first Bonnie Kreauch and Velvet
place in all-around, free exercise, Latimar.
llttHIINllllllll-llllllllllllllllflllllfllllllllllllllllllllttlllllllllllllHNIHIIIIHINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlflllllllllllllllllllllll

The Week In Savage Country
JEANNE WEYERSKI, OUTSTANDING . SOPHOMORE from Wenatchee for Eastern's national
championsh~p gymnastics team, will be in action this Saturday when the Savagettes meet the University of
GOLF-All men interested in turning out for varsity golf meet Oregon at ~ p.m. Saturday in the Fieldhouse. In hi gh school, Miss Weyerski was state champion ~n the
today at 3:30 in room 102 of the New PE Building. If you can' t trampoline +nd was 34th all-around in gymnastics for Eastern last year.

Wednesday Feb. 10

attend meeting contact Brent Wooten at 359-2461.
Friday, Feb. 12

Varsity basketball- Eastern at Western Washington.
Men's gymnastics- Eastern hosts U of Oregon, 7 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.
Men's swimming-Eastern at Pac. Lutheran.
Saturday Feb. 13

Varsity basketball- Eastern Washington at Eastern Oregon.
Women' s gymnastics- Eastern hosts Washington, WSU, and
,Central, 1 p.m. Fieldhouse.
Varsity wrestling-Eastern hosts Whitworth, 7:30, Fieldhouse.
Men's swimming-Eastern at Western Washington.
Tuesday, Feb.16

RED$ CLINCH AMERICAN C TITLE
I

Randy t\uvil , Director of
Intramural$, released these I.M.
basketball scores from last week.
The Reds!ruffled the Mustangs'
manes 37-2~ and clinched the top
spot in Nati9nal League C.
The undeafeated Palmers hit
the Harborites 43-31 for the
waterboys' first loss. A 46-45
escape frorfi the Snakes kept the
Pi Kaps (If in contention for the
American B title. Reunion
defeated F-Troop 45-36.
Mother's Oats spilled all over
the Studs 37r.34, while Little Deuce
Coupe beat the Bad 49-40.
The PaI lm ers dominate
I

Varsity wrestling- Eastern hosts U of Montana, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.
Women's basketball-Eastern hosts Spokane C.C. 6:30 p.m.,
Cheney High School.
tllffttllttll. .lltlllffllllllllllt--11-IIIN. .INllll-tlHIHIHlf-llltl...NINtllllllllllllllllllllttl.....l l l l l l l l l l l M l l - t l l H M - -

Defending Titl ist Win Two
The next home game will be
Tuesday, Feb·. 16, in a game
agains t Spokane Community
College at 8:00 in the Cheney high
school gym. In the preliminary
game at 6:30, Whitworth meets
North Idaho Junior College.
March 4-6, Eastern will
participate in the Northwest area
women's basketball tournament at
P ullm an.
Teams
from
Washington, Idaho, Oregon,
Montana, Alaska a nd Canada are
entered. Last year the Savagettes
placed fourth in the tournament.

Eastern's undefeated women's
basketball team meets Whitworth
tomorrow ~t Spokane Community
College gyrp.
The Sav~gettes, 3--0 in the Pine
League, fon two non-league
games
a turday, downing
Washingto State, 31-28, and then
beat University of Idaho, 48-26.
The S~vagettes, defending
champions 1of the P ine League the
past thre~ years, play league
games every Tuesday and
Thursday through March, coach
Beth Parsors said.

SEX IS YOUR BU~INESS
Cl•RTH CONTROL IS O~RS)
We believe you're entitled to your privacy whe~ It comes to buyln1
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family plan[in1 agency and we
offer you contraceptive!> throuah the prlvac., of the malls. We
specialize in men•s products (includina two new European Im·
ports)-but we have nonprescription foam for women. too. And a
wide assortment of books and pamphlets to a"swer your questions
on birth control. family planning, the popu,ation problem and
ecology.
,
lr,terested? Write today, for full details · wit~out obli11tlon or
Send $4 for ~ackage of mixed samples (3 ach of five condom.
brands. includina both British Imports)
T htl PN>ONm ti eTICiornd bi, the Communitl( atld rafld&v .ftud11
C,nter of tM Untu.,.,.ts, of Chteaoo.

DAVE HAYDEN is the Mosman
award winner for the week of
January 25-30. The 6-7 sophomore
from Denver, Colorado, played
outstanding defensive against
Central and Western as well as
scoring 26 points against Western
and the winning points against
Central.

rr.i~?~iii:E:;:~i.i;~:i<·::: ~;· ; ~r::·:::·. . . . ... . . . ,
. Gentlemen: Pie... aend me
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American League A now and
should take their league title.
Reunion, with a perfect 5--0 record,
will test its strength tomorrow
night.
The Chowchillians are topranked in American C with .four
wins and no losses. Right behind
them are the Good, with a 3-1
record.
8-Ball and the E.O.B.F.'ers,
both undefeated, tangle February
10 (tonight ) to decide the
American D championship.
Little Deuce Co upe, the
Chuggers and B.S.U. are the
leading teams in National A. In
tonight's critical contest Deuce
Coupe battles the Chuggers.

IM Wrestling
Opens Feb. 11
Intramural wrestling gets
in the
under way . today
Fieldhouse wrestling room at 3:00
with weigh-ins. Thursday weighins will be at 9:00 a.m. and
wrestling will begin Thursday
(Feb. 11) at 5:30a.m.
The fi nals will be held prior to
the Whitworth - Eastern varsity
wrestling match at 5:30. For
further information contact Jim
Ashby at' 359-7926

The Gypsies, with a 4--0 record,
are the only real contenders for
the National B championship. The
:{leds (5-0) lead National C, now
that the Mustangs and the Vikings
have both suffered one loss.
In National League D, Bill's
Tavern (4-0) tops both the
Lemmings I (3-1) and the Frogs
(4-1 ). Tomorrow night the Frogs
will see how well the boys in the
"Tavern" can hold their booze.

·PORSCHEAUDI·
NOW AVAILABLE

FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Valley
Porsche-Audi
Exclusive
Inl and Empire Dealer

AT

Valley Volkswagen
E10000 Sprague WA 4-6900

•
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Debate Team
Open to All
'' Anyone interested in public
speaking should look into' the
debate and competive speaking
courses at Eastern," stated Larry
Kraft, debate coach. ''Speech is
not needed in order to take debate
or competitive speaking."
The debate team, which is
sponsored by the Associated
Students has gone to three debate
tournaments and will attend nine
more this year. They have gone to
Pacific University, WSU, and
Montana State. All of these
tournaments are invitational.
Students also take part in
individual events such as oratory,
oral
interpretation,
extemporaneous speaking and
expository speaking.
The debate team is a member of
the National Debate Honorary, Pi
Kappa Delta. The same topic is
debated all year all over the

BEGINNING TODAY, the Campus Volunteer Bureau will put people looking for something to do in contact
with people who need something done. Distributing information about the new service, Cathy Logan (right)
and Jim Copeland talk with Ilene Fisher.
·

Bureau Comes To Eastern
First branch office of the
Spokane Volunteer Bureau will
officially open for business today
as Mrs. Robert Stewart, director
of the Spokane bureau, leads city
volunteer service·coordinatots to-·
the campus.
"The 'Magic Bus' will pick up
Mrs. Stewart and several of her
Spokane associates and bring
them out for luncheon," Graham
Johnson director of public
services, said. "We will introduce
Mrs. Charlotte Haynes, director of
our branch office, to the
coordinators and acquaint them
with our new facilities and

services following the luncheon."
The facilities, located on the
second floor of the new PenceUnion Building, will include a
direct telephone connection with
tbe·spotane office u,-uboth·offices
will always know what the other
one is doing and can more readily
meet the need for area
volunteers," Johnson said.

The bureau will serve as an
information and referral service
for Eastern faculty and students,
Johnson said, and will be manned
by trained student volunteers
three to four hours a day. Their
job will be to provide information

Letters to ·the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
intentional, but an oversight, then
I say it is time for you as educated
people and human beings to open
your minds, ears, and eyes. Make
your plans to fit the needs of the
total population of Eastern's
student body, and not a portion of
the student population.

I still ask, administration,
faculty , and A. S. Council. Is your
planning an oversight, or is your
planning intentional???
I think that you will find the
above stated facts to be above
reproach, and I believe that these
facts should be reported to the
public.
Al C. Stallworth, Chairman
Black Student Union

Requirements?

Editor,
As the time for pre-registration
rolls around again, my negative
feelings are ag8in focused on one
-----=of-.t"'
·h~e~g~ross inequities of the
EWSC curriculum and one of the
students' most unnecessary
headaches- taking class to fill
General College Requirements.
I feel that these requirements
are outdated. It bothers me very
much to think that at Eastern,
where students are students and
not children, we are told what
classes to·take and are allowed no
argument. ·Other schools require
a number of hours in each of a few
designated ar~as; however the
choice of classes within these
areas is left up to the student.
Here at Eastern, policies
designate certain specific classes
as able to fill the requirements
and leave students no choice as to
how they wish to build THEIR
general background for their
future endeavors in gaining an
~ucation.

on service opportunities and· to do
initial interviewing, screening and
referral of volunteers.
The Associated Women Students
are providing funds to put the
bureau · in · ·op~-r-ation and
professional supervision will be
provided by Elizabeth C. Jay, dean
of women, and by Johnson.

Circle KClub
Convenes
Eastern's Circle K club will be
host for the 5th Annual · Pacific
Northwest Circle K Convention to
be held at the Ridpath Hotel in
Spokane, February 12 and 13.
The convention this year will
center around problems
concerning Circle K members and
also of concern to the state and
nation. Guest speakers· such as
Lloyd Hardesty, International
Circle K President, will discuss
these issues.
Over 150 Circle K delegates
from Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Alaska and Northern California
will be attending. Speeches and
meetings will be held Friday and
Saturday and a dance will be held
Saturday night.

Lewis and Clark Normal. The
League meets four times a year.
They meet at Eastern, North
Idaho Junior College, Gonzaga,
and Whitworth. February· 8 the
team will go to North Idaho Junior
College for a tournament.
Eastern is sponsoring ~n
American Issues · Debate
Tournament February 26 and 27.
This tournament is open to any
student who would like to
participate. He does not need to be
in de.bate or have · taken speech,
said Mr. Kraft. The topic will be
different from the national topic.
It will be; Resolved: That the
women's liberation movement is
beneficial for our society.
Anyone interested in
participating .should contact Mr.
Kraft at his office, room 207,
Speech Center or call 9-2301,
Speech Center, and ask for Mr.
r
·1 · 1
Resolved;
The
federal' the area will be invited to
government should. adopt a participate.
program of compulsory wage and
In addition to debate the team
price control, The National administers round-robin
Debate Honorary holds a tournaments to the area high
tournament each year. This year schools every other Thursday at
it wm be held at the University of the Speech Center at 5 p.m. The
Huston, March 22-26.
debates are judged by Eastern
There will be approximately 200 students.
schools from around the country
Eastern also hosts a speech
attedning the conference. Six tournament in the spring. District
students from Eastern will be seven, which includes Newport,
going: Jeff Hendler and Maurie Lind Riverside and the
Rerrgier, · - seniors, Rod Peer,· · surrounding area, and· 'District
junior, Jo Ann Wittrock and Dave eight, which is the Spokane School
Orcutt, freshmen and one more to district attend.
be chosen later. Desides debating,
the students will compete in oral
events.
February 12 and 13 the team will
be at Seattle Pacific for a
tournament and at Lindfield
March 4,5, and 6. Lindfield has
held this tournament for the last
41 years. There will be around 600
students attending. President
Nixon debated at this tournament.
In the spring the team will go to
Visit our Book Department
the University of Montana. They
soon and browse through
will also attend local tournaments.
our complete collection of
The team is also a member of
reference books such as Cliff
the Greater Spokane League
Notes,
$1; Barnes & Noble
which consists of eight schools
Outline Series priced from
from the area. They are Eastern,
$1 to 2.95; quality DictionGonzaga, North Idaho Junior
aries
including American
College, WSU, University of
Heritage, New World and
Montana, University of Idaho, and

A WORLD OF
KNOWLEDGE .
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

To think that I, or any othe1
student, should have to pay an
ever-raising amount of money
only to be told to conform to a
system that was set up years and
years ago and has since outgrown
itself, bothers me to no end.
Webster 7th priced from
To be told by soneone 30 years
7.50 to 12.50 and put a
ago what .ls significant and
world of knowledge at your
relevant for me to learn in this
fingertips.
completely different day and age
is not only disgusting but could be
BOOKS,
Specials Daily
considered as a violation of one's
Downtown, Fourth Floor
legal right to the pursuit of
HOURS:
Also
Northtown & University
happiness if carried to that
Monday thru Saturday
City
degree.
6:00 .A.M. to 6:30 P.M.
I feel that the student should
Sunday
have some decision in what he is
11:00
A.M.
- 7:00 P.M.
As a part of the Eastern
to be taught-after all, the life and
education involved belong to the
Contemporary Film Series,
406 1st
Cheney
student, not the system.
"On The Water.front, staring
The idea of General College
Marlon Brando, Karl Malden,
Requirements is presently under
Eva Marie Saint and Lee J.
Cobb will be presented
speculation, but unless we as
students let our opinions be known
tomorrow, February 11 at both
1111ii...1G
lo those involved in considering
3:45 and 8 p.m. in the PUB.
- I~
"y A
I~
changes, we may remain almost
This film was a winner of
as slaves to our education rather
eight Academy Awards as well
........acun~y--""oth'"ica---llwu.i'~.cll---a.1L1U----f--1JDl(teppaeirt~N~e~w.,,_:.Yr,0D1rkFk--AAp11arf'lllJ-7..Jjt~hh-RReeitu"'rfrinFt-A-Jp~r11H..._15-f.t7'htl1o1-.--r--- - - - -...J-.----L
than as its sculpto_rs_.1 uTi~~~;-;---'a'.""s1...__.m
Mike Coffey
international honors.
8 Days Only $298.00-Round ·trip by ccmfortable Boeing 707 let.

•••••••••
VICKY'S CAFE

Movie Tomorrow

••••••••••
SKI
,1,A·CATIOllii...l

IN SWITZERLAND- EAST'ER

11

••••••••••••••••••••••
•: ·euDGET CLEANING •:
:

(You Press)

:

4 Pounds $1.00

•
•

FOR YOUR BETTER THINGS WE SUGGEST
OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & PRESSING

•

:

•:
•
•

•: Maddux Dry Cleaners :•
•e
•e
••••••••••••••••••••••
409 First

(Next Door to Goofy's)

Lodging ·at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Commerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or- shower and

we.

·

Ski lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lif~ and
we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.
Transfers. Klothen Airport (Zurich)-Chur-Gloten Airport with full
services of couriers and all porterage.
Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus foll Continental Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign and
American taxes and ~ervlce charges. The price also includes mem·
bershlp to the Anglo America Association for one year.
E,lig.ibility for t~is and other trips run by the Anglo American Asso·
c1at1on are limited to students, staff, faculty and their immediate
family.
MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICAN ASSOCIATION are offered
carious charter flights from most major points in the United States
to London during the summer as well as Student flights within
Europe. Employment opportunities, Discounts, Car Hire Facilities,
Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.
For more Information on Ski-Ing va'-atiu11:. u, mc,11bership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

60A, Pyle St.,
Newport, I.W.,
Hampshire, England
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.D ebaters Go To Seattle
Eight students from· Eastern
will be attending the debate
tournament which is to be held at
Seattle Pacific February 12 anti
13.

Debating in the junior division
will be Rod Peer, junior, and Jeff
Hendler, senior, · as a team going
both negative and affirmative.
Dave Orcutt,' freshman, and Phil
Pautler as a team will also be
debating both sides. In senior
division Maury Rengier and Miles
Dillon, senior-, will be debating
affirmative and negative.
The debate team has won about
50 per cent of its debates this year.
"The· team is a new one," said
Larry Kraft, debate coach, "but
they are coming along. With only
one returning debater, Maury
Rengier, the team has had to work
even harder. I'm looking for
honors at the next tournament."

The national forensic topic
which is debated all year is
.:.:..R esolved : Xh~ federal
government should adopt a
program of compulsory wa~e and
price control."
Entering individual events will
be Jo Ann Wittrock, freshman,
who will be doing an oratory on the
trouble of the food processing
industry. Her oratory is based on
the book, "The Jungle," by Upton
Sinclair. She wori third place at

/

the WSU tournament this fall with speech will deal with the U.S. and
world affairs, 1970-1971. The
this oratory.
She will also do an oral contestant has about half art hour
interpretation on the giving and to prepare his speech after he has
taking of love. Two or three pieces learned what topic he is to speak
of literature are selected to read on.
Rod Peer will . be entering
to show how certain authors felt
impromptu,
in which he must
about a theme.
Colleen Kimm, sophomore, will speak immediately after he has
also do an oratory but it is not learned his specific topic. The
complete yet. She will also do an general topic is U.S. domestic
affairs, 1970-1971.
oral interpretation on the
Individual-events
contestants
optimism of death~
and debaters are judged on poise,
Dave Orcutt will be entering persuasiveness, appearance and
extemporaneous speaking. His speaking ability.

Ski Festival Slated

More than 200 students are
expected to participate in an allday ski festival on Mount Spokane
Saturday.
Herbert Jones, Associated
Student-activities vice president,
said the event is sponsored by the
A. S. activities commission and
will begin Saturday morning when
· two buses leave campus for the
ski area .
"We hope to provide
transportation for about 80
students," Jones said, "and we
expect at least another 150

students to join us up there."
Jones said students will
compete in ski contests , will have
a hot lunch and attend a dance
Saturday night at Mitchum's Barn
before returning to Eastern.
James Merritt, a Port
Townsend freshman, is chairman
of the all-day event, the first of its
kind ever sponsored by Eastern.

Said the lady kangaroo: " I hope
it doesn't rain today. I just
hate it when the children have
to play inside."

FROM EASTERN TO HARV ARD, drama major Kiin DeLong will take
the lead role in the Harvard University's summer production of "Oh
Dad, Poor Dad." Pictured here in a scene from "City in Judgement,"
DeLong was offered the lead role after auditioning in Chicago before
members of the University Resident Theater Association.

Delong ~ets Lead
In Harvard Play
The lead role in a Harvard
University summer production
has been offered to Kimberly J.
DeLong, Eastern drama major, as
a result of recent auditions in
Chicago, Ill.

Asked for additional - auditions
by seven of the representatives,
DeLong said a representative
from Harvard offered him . the
lead role in the school's upcoming
production of "Oh Dad, Poor
Dad."
A graduate of North Central
High School, in Spokane, DeLong
plans eventually to earn an Equity
Actors card, the symbol of
membership in the professional
actors union based in New York
City.

DeLong was the only
undergraduate student to audition
before 23 representatives from
sumD1er theaters throughout the
nation, all members of the
University Resident Theater
Association.

I don't
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Contract Questioned
(Continued from page 1)
$9 per round trip. (The fourth bid
was $168. 75 per bus per day for 250
miles. Any mileage over that
would cost .675 cents per mile on
that bid by Greyhound.)

Johnson, Bruce Murray,
assistant director of student
activities, and Mark Lobdell, A. S.
treasurer, all said that bids were
handled in accordance with state
law.
Mustard said he felt badly about
the confusion in his dealings with
Special Services Leasi.ng, Inc.,

received the contract.
Mitchell said he has no plans to
take th~ matter to court because
of the confusion.
"I imagine the students got a
pretty good deal," he said. "We
will just have to see how the trial
contract works out and see what
happens after that.''
He added, '' After negotiations
had not worked out with another
company last summer we stepped
in and if we hadn't there probably
wouldn't have,,been a bus for three

-SERVl°C EFIRST BANK CHECKING
ACCOUNT PLANS
REGULAR CHECKING- The higher your ba lance the lower
your cost.
ECONOMY CHECKING- A cost of 1Oc a check, recommended
for someone who writes few checks.
FIRSTt:INE CHECKING- No service charge with $200 mrnimum in your account.

C::I=~ I 11
I:: CIDCT
I 1...1..-1 11,.,,J I

-''-I \ I

NATIONAL BANK
Cheney Branch
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KEWC' Schedules Programs
For First Half Of February
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KEWC FM (89.9 mhz) broadcasts 24 hours a day Monday through
Friday, and Sunday noon to midnight, featuring news, weather, sports,
and educational programming. Music varies from contemporary to
classical to the sound of jazz, soul, blues, and progressive rock.
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BRAVING THE COLD these students are among the 14 who spent the weekend at Diamond Lake at a winter
_ __ _ __.,, u~sponsor~d by the Associated Students Outdoor Program. Bruce Murray, Assistant diree~or of
student activities, said the temperature dropped to -5 degrees over the weekend, but no one seemed to mind as
they huddled near the campfire.

15 Attend First Campout
"Even at five below zero you
don't feel the cold if you keep
moving," said Bruce Murray,
assistant program director,
commenting on the first " Cold
Weather Campout" sponsored by
the A.S. Outdoor Program.
The campout, attended by 14
Eastern students and Mr. Murray,
was held' last weekend at Diamond
Lake, about 15 miles south of
Newport, Wash. The 11 men and 4
women attending went out
Saturday morning early and broke
camp late Sunday evening after

more than a few hours of five to
eight below zero weather.
Despite the cold there were few
complaints and no frozen body
parts due to a heavy schedule of
activities ranging from hiking to
snowshoe racing. Proper clothing
helped too, and many campers
were grateful for the advice from
Bill Bolton, Outdoor Program
speaker last week, who discussed
hypothermia (subnormal body
temperature) and how to prevent
it.
The campers set up their base

Fellowship Applications
Available To Students
Students interested in a career
in public administration in the
national, state or local
government are offered an
opportunity to apply for a
fellowship to study at three
different universities.
Candidates must be American
citizens who have completed or
who will complete a bachelor's
degree with any recognized major
by June of 1971.
Each fellowship for single
fellows bas a total value of $4,540.
The . stipend is $3,300 and the
remainder of the grant consists of·
the remissionoffeesandtuitiona,
the three cooperating universities.
Each fellowship for married
fellows has a total value of $4,940.
The stipend is $3,700 and the
remainder of the grant consists of
the remission of fees and tuition at
the three cooperating universities.
Beginning this June, fellows will
serve a three-month internship
, either with a department of the
state government in Alabama,
Kentucky, or Tennessee or with a
~ federal agency in the south such as
: the TVA. During t~e 1911-72
· academic year, they will take
graduate Co Ses 1.n p bl1'c
ur
u
administration at the Universities
of Alabama, Kentucky and
Tennessee.
·
Completion of the twelve-month
training period entitles fellows to

a certificate in public
administration. They can be
awarded a master's degree at one
of the three universities attended
upon completing a thesis and
passing appropriate examiutions.
For
information
and
applications, students should
write to Coleman B. Ransone,
educational director, Southern
Regional Training Program in
Public Administration, Drawer I,
University , Alabama 35486. The
deadline for submitting
applications is March 1, 1971.
.

camp at Diamond Lake but their
hikes took them to nearby
Panhandle Lake and other area
interest spots. Saturday afternoon
they n,\n into a wildlife
observation unit from the·
University of Idaho and the g~oups
had the OJ)J)Ortuni ty to exchange
notes. The Eastern students
reported seeing many deer and
coyote tracks.
Murray rated the first effort as
a success and said he hoped the
Outdoor Program could arrange
another for this quarter. Although
this has not yet been done the
program members have set up a
canoe trip and are planning a river
raft trip for spring quarter. The
program also plans a repelling and
rope work demonstration on the
front wall of the new PUB by its
experienced mountain climbers.

V Q IentineI $ Day

don't break her heartprove your love-give
her Russel Stover Candies
and a Hallmark Card ,_
to show her you care.

Owl Pharmacy

fMC'ltas Vast
Film Library
The Instructional Media Center
Office located in the Kennedy
Library, has a total of 240 films in
its possession available · to all
Professors for showing in class for
the .asking, said Janie Allen;
booking clerk in that office.
These-movies are of
ry size,
subject and color. Subjects range
from The Civilization Series,
narrated by Keenth Clar, to I.SD;
Insight or Insanity.
Besides these films, there are
approximately 35 rented films
shown daily; which comes out to.a
total of about 2,600 rentals per
year. The cost of these rentals is
$7 per day for each film.
There are between 12 and 14
projectionists who have part-time
jobs showing ail these films, and
"classroom use of the films has
doubled since last year,'' said
Miss Allen. "It's quite a success."

Correction
Larry Russ le, president of
the Intercollegiate Knights,
was incorrectly identified as
George Lee in a photo on page
eight of The Easterner last
week.
Also incorrectly identified
were 1K playmates Carole and
~beryl Johnson. They are, from
left to right in the photo, Cheryl
and Carole.

WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in·
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Spokane Junior Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Robert
M. Cook, will appear tonight at
8: 15 in the Music Building Recital
Hall, said George W. Lotzenhiser,
ch a i rm an O f the m ·us i c
department.
The orchestra, composed
primarily of high school students,
will perform Beethoven's First
Symphony in c major.---The--- -~r:e.!.s a-government position ..,,.. th a
performance will be augmented
real fu~ure for bo~h men ~nd women .
· h J · S
h
Ch I
An officer's job tn the Air Force. A
~1th t e umor Yf!lP ony ora e
management level job in anybody's
·directed by Melvm Kornmeyer,
book. Certainly, there's no better
featuring Kay Nicholson, soprano.
way to get the experience and trainShadle Park student Paul
ing needed for executive responsiHanson will be a featured piano
bility.
soloist.
If you have two years of college
"

.

r

Symphony to
Open Ton1·te

·.:>a<~·,~ - - -~~ M a e t ~ ~ ~ ~

Impact Sport at 7:15 every
evening.
At Eastern· Weeknights at 6.
Theater Billboard - Weeknights
at 7.
Progressive Music - Weekly
· from midnight to 6 a.m.

Wednesday, Feb.10
4:05 Sound on Film - Critique of
the film " Ryan's Daughter," Part
II.
6:30 The Space·Story - Profile on
NASA astronaut England. .
7:40 Department of State - The
histories of Kenya, Ethiopia, and
Somalia and the forces that link
them.
8: 00 Classical Music - From 8 to
midnight featuring French Music
and French 'inusician and
composer Albert Roussel.
Thursday Feb. 11
3: 15 University Conversations Projects, issues, and topics of
interest in progress at the
University of Washington.
4:30 ~Continental Comment News and editorials from the
foreign p ~ e w e d and
analyzed by members of the
department of modern language of
Purdue University.
Friday, Feb.12
3:30 Retrospect 1960- Three hour
program combining current rock
recordings and top rock records of
the 1960's; played at a ratio of 2
classics to one current recordings.
8:00 A program combining the
musical sounds of Jazz , Soul and.
Blues.
Sunday, Feb. 14
4:30 Words and Music - An
anthology of poetry and popular
song to reflect the changing moods
of love.
6:00 Broadway Musicals.
Monday, Feb. 15
11 : 30 Montage
3:40 United Nations
Tuesday, Feb.16
3:40 Let's Talk About the Atom
8:00 Classical Music - From 8 to
midnight.
These f eatures are regularly
heard on KEWC FM:
Impact - Weeknights from 6 to 8
p.m.
KEWC FM Expanded news by
Gary Sales at 6:15 every evening.

remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through t he Ai r
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission,you'llrecelve$50each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
ihe Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further yqur education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you ean get-yotJr-commission
through the Air Force Officer Training Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly430
different jobs, ranging fro m aero·
nautical eng ineeri ng to zoology,
with almost everything else, including flying, in between. But whatever
your duties;you 'I I soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your talents can take you.
$0 look ahead and let your college years pay off tor you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send In this coupon or
write to USAF Mi litary Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgraduat~ career off the ground.

r------------- SCN271-I
I
I
I

USAF Mil itary Personnel Canter
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148

I Please send
I on :
I

me more information

o Officer Training School
o Air Force ROTC Program
NAME

AGE
(please print)

ADD RESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE

ZIP

DATE OF GRADUATION

SCHOOL

I understand there is no obligation ..

I

Find yourself in the lUnited States Air force I

L---------------·

